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Structural health assessment and
monitoring: a global outlook

T

he current deteriorated health of infrastructures is very alarming. We do
not have resources to replace them. One attractive economic option is
to inspect them and make appropriate maintenance decision in terms of do
nothing, inspect more frequently, repair, or replace them at the earliest possible
time. The urgency and seriousness of the problem attracted multidisciplinary
research interests. The author identified the problem in the early nineties and
proposed non-destructive inspection-based procedures to assess structural
health at the local element level. The research team of the author decided
to represent structures by finite elements. They used system-identification
based numerical approach to identify the properties of the finite elements by
measuring the dynamic responses in time domain caused by ambient or any
other form of dynamic excitation. Since it may not be possible to instrument the
whole structure, the response information may be measure at a small part of
the structure. The measured responses are expected to be noise-contaminated
even when measured by smart sensors. In field condition, measuring dynamic
excitation information can be very costly and noise-prone. The implementation
potential of the inspection is expected to be significantly improved, if the
structure can be identified without measuring the excitation information. The
basic challenge is to identify a structural system using only minimum number
of noise-contaminated responses. Then by tracking mainly the stiffness
property of the finite elements, the health of the structure at the element level
in terms of number, location(s), and severity can be assessed. To satisfy these
objectives, the research team decided to use the basic Kalman filter (KF)-based
procedure but modified it significantly by using a two-stage concept. The team
proposed several novel concepts including Extended and Unscented Kalman
filter approaches.
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